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Good day, Chairman Wolf, Ranking Member Fattah, and Members of the 

Subcommittee. Thank you for this opportunity to address issues I believe are of the 
utmost importance for the preservation of essential liberty in these United States. 

 
It is not my intent to try my case before my government; and though I may have 

the grounds for a federal Qui Tam suit in one instance, and a cause of action against the 
Navy for another under 5 USC 2302, this does not serve my country, and might only 
leave you with the impression of one who is bitter and craven; and I am neither. 

 
I’m here to offer my leadership; impartial, unaffected, and unimpeachable. I 

hold no position with any of the providers of land mobile radio technology; technology I 
have worked with for 20 years, beginning as a technician subsequent to Army training in 
electronics, then as a design engineer and most recently as a consultant. 

 
And I can show that they will not hire me. 
 
The high point of my career was in 2005, when I was assigned to a Navy 

Department office developing specifications for a Project 25 system of systems called 
ELMRS. While working here in Washington seven years ago, I gave testimony before 
Members of Congress with regard to the failure of radios that likely cost the lives of over 
300 New York firefighters. 

 
Unknown to me, my credit rating suffered an ‘adverse account’ almost 

immediately; since then, my career has been destroyed by what I allege is an industry 
trust; the details of which are contained in a 20 page complaint to the Naval and Defense 
Department Inspectors General. 

 
Neither the Navy, nor the Defense Department has answered.  
 
In preparation for this hearing, I’ve reviewed emails from 7 years ago, indicating 

a clear connection between a DHS manager, and the SPAWAR manager in charge of the 
Navy procurement. 

 



And even though I posed the same argument to MARCORSYSCOM last year, 
that I did for the Navy – that because they have over 1,500 channels in the DoD primary 
band, they don’t need ‘trunking’ technology – the program manager for the Marines 
likewise is relying on falsehood and misinformation provided them by the premier vendor 
of this technology, by way of their confederate at the DHS – an individual who held 
significant financial interest in that company in the form of many ‘service shops’. 
 

This information was freely available on the internet, before Congress failed to 
pass ‘net neutrality’. 

 
The Marine Corps wants another $230 million for something they don’t need. In 

response to RFI (M68909-11-I-1011) issued by the Marine Corps Tactical Systems 
Support Activity, I indicated that the cost of the system would be much less, that it would 
support all the managed services they desire, and that it would more robust and less prone 
to failure. 

 
It is because I have proffered the more ‘conservative’ solution – in stark contrast 

to what the vendors community would like to sell – I have been labeled a ‘troublemaker’ 
and my internet communications monitored. 

 
I have been repeatedly denied positions for which I’ve applied online with the 

federal government – for which government evaluators rate me at 105% capable at the 
GS-12/13 level.  

 
I am prevented from seeing some content on USA jobs, that is plainly visible to 

me when I visit an internet café using someone else’s IP address. 
 
The Navy denied me a position I’d made timely application for, after deferring to 

a corporation – a member of the ‘trust’ – for whom I’ve never worked, but which tried to 
‘impeach’ my candidacy with the implied offer of a job. 

 
For these reasons and more, I seek referral and protection under Federal  
Witness Protection Program. 

 
My request to speak was initiated by what I read of Congresswoman Jackie 

Speier’s allegations with regard to the Department of Homeland Security’s ‘monitoring’ 
of certain bloggers and other online activity. In preparation for this hearing, I contacted 
Rep. Speier’s staff to advise that she had only scratched the surface of what I allege is an 
industry ‘trust’ that includes Confederates in the highest levels of management in the 
Department of Homeland Security and possibly other agenices. 

 
It is my unfortunate duty to inform you that I – and quite possibly many other 

Americans - have been victimized by this practice and these people.  
 



I also contacted another individual who has been much more strident in his 
criticism of Motorola. Daryl Jones has posted much news and Congressional testimony 
regarding land mobile radio and other wireless procurements. He had this to say: 

 
“I monitor the activity on my Blog in real-time and keep detailed statistical data.  A 
significant percentage of the readers are coming from federal government IP 
address space.  A significant percentage also comes from Motorola and its PR 
firms.  There is no question that the feds read the Blog.  I wish I knew if it was for 
good or evil.” 

 
 

If this government is to retain its legitimacy, this practice must stop. 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Steven Sciotto 


